
                                                             St.Catherine’s PS 

                                                    Nativity Play 2020 Costumes 

This is what your child should bring if he/she is a: 

Baby Angel 

Large white t-shirt trimmed with tinsel round the neck, sleeves and hem 

White tights/leggings or dark bottoms 

Piece of tinsel for the head 

Snowflakes 

Large white t-shirt decorated with tinsel/snowflakes 

White tights/leggings or light grey tracksuit bottoms 

Bells 

Red top/Green leggings or trousers or Green top and red bottoms or dark bottoms with red/ green 

top 

Stars 

Black top and leggings/trousers. We will decorate with stars and supply the headdress. 

Shepherds, Inn Keeper & Matthew 

Large shirt, tea towel and tie for the head dress 

Sheep 

White top and dark bottoms 

Kings 

Black/ Dark top and bottoms 

Note: 

Please put the costume in a bag with the child’s name on it. If your child’s character is not on this 

list, the costume will be provided by the school. 

 

 

 

 



Dear Parent/Guardian,                                                                                       16/11/2020 

 BREAKING NEWS! 

There WILL be a Nativity Show this year. 

Both our children and ourselves are delighted to be back at school this year albeit a difficult 

one with a lot of uncertainty for some. Christmas wouldn’t be Christmas without a Nativity 

play and we are busy rehearsing and learning songs to make it a very special performance. It 

is guaranteed to make you laugh and of course as any performance involving children, will 

make you shed a few tears as well! 

There will be a slight difference. We couldn’t do a Nativity play without our parent’s 

involvement, so we will try to record the show, take lots of pictures of the children dressed 

in their costumes and put it on our school website, for you to watch as a family, with your 

child. It will be so special, I can just imagine all the wee happy, proud faces! We have 

included a costume list and each teacher in the Foundation stage will notify parents about 

the roles your children will play. 

We want to stress that we don’t expect you to buy costumes, just use what you have at 

home. We will make most of the head wear and ‘borrow’ daddies’ shirts or tee-shirts and 

ties, only not the best ones! (We promise these will be returned). Put any costumes into a 

bag with children’s names clearly written. 

Christmas is a wonderful time of year, but this year will be so poignant.  The Foundation 

Stage teachers want to thank you so much for your continued support. We wish you a 

Happy and Holy Christmas and we promise you a slightly different Nativity play to 

remember! 

Many thanks, 

Miss C. Hutton         P1b 

Mrs. AM McGlynn   P2a 

Ms. K. Carlin              P2b 

Mrs D. Doherty-       P1a & Music leader 

 

 

 

 


